LOFAR Lightning Imaging: Mapping Lightning With Nanosecond Precision
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Abstract Lightning mapping technology has proven instrumental in understanding lightning. In this work we present a pipeline that can use lightning observed by the LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) radio telescope to construct a 3-D map of the flash. We show that LOFAR has unparalleled precision, on the order of meters, even for lightning flashes that are over 20 km outside the area enclosed by LOFAR antennas (~3,200 km²), and can potentially locate over 10,000 sources per lightning flash. We also show that LOFAR is the first lightning mapping system that is sensitive to the spatial structure of the electrical current during individual lightning leader steps.

1. Introduction

Lightning mapping technology has improved rapidly in recent years and has become indispensable to lightning research. See Edens et al. (2012), Pilkey et al. (2014), and Rison et al. (2016) for a few examples. Most lightning mapping systems fall under two general categories: lightning mapping arrays (LMAs) and interferometers. LMAs generally consist of 6 to 20 antennas with baselines of kilometers. Each antenna has a computer that records the time and power of the strongest pulse in 10 μs bins. After a lightning flash, the times of radio frequency pulses measured by each antenna can be analyzed with a time of arrival (TOA) technique, and the lightning flash can be mapped out in three spatial dimensions and time (Rison et al., 1999). Lightning interferometers consist of a small number of antennas (typically 3 or 4) separated by a small distance, around 10–20 m. The time delays between radio frequency waveforms recorded on each antenna are extracted with cross correlation. These time delays are then used to find the azimuth and zenith angles pointing back to the lightning flash (Stock et al., 2014). While lightning interferometers can only map lightning flashes in two spatial dimensions, they can locate many more sources than a LMA. For example, Stock et al. (2014) presented a 600 ms duration lightning flash that was mapped by a digital interferometer and the Langmuir LMA. The interferometer was able to locate 62,000 sources, and the LMA was only able to locate 1,100.

We have developed a pipeline that can use data measured by the LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) radio telescope to map lightning (Scholten et al., 2017; van Haarlem et al., 2012). We will show that this system is capable of mapping lightning in all three spatial dimensions and time, with a relative location accuracy on the order of meters, and can potentially locate as many sources as a lightning interferometer. In section 2 we introduce the LOFAR telescope. In section 3 we present the data that we have tested our pipeline on. In section 4 we explain the pipeline we use to map lightning with LOFAR. In section 5 we show the results of mapping the lightning flash with LOFAR. In section 6 we discuss a simple error analysis of these data. Finally, we conclude in section 7.
2. The LOFAR Radio Telescope

LOFAR is presently the world’s largest radio telescope. It utilizes a phased-array design consisting of a large number of small antennas spread over a large area, designed to observe cosmic ray air showers and astronomical sources. It is a pathfinder for the Square Kilometre Array. The main core of LOFAR is in the north of the Netherlands, but there are also LOFAR stations in Germany, France, UK, Poland, Ireland, and Sweden. Figures 1 and 2 show a map of the Dutch LOFAR stations, which are split into core stations and remote stations. The Dutch LOFAR stations enclose an area of about 3,200 km². All Dutch LOFAR stations contain 96 low-band antennas (LBAs) and 24 high-band antenna (HBA) tiles. The HBAs are not used in this work. Figure 3 shows a picture of the center of LOFAR, called the superterp. The black tiles are HBAs and the small square patches are LBAs. Notice that the LBAs are distributed inside of circles that have diameters of about 60 m. The low-band antennas are inverted V-shaped dipole antennas. They come in pairs that are collocated and orthogonal to each other so that the LBAs are sensitive to two orthogonal polarizations. One of the polarizations is oriented northwest-southeast (NW-SE), and the other is oriented northeast-southwest (NE-SW). The LBAs have a frequency range between 10 and 90 MHz, with a resonance peak at 58 MHz, and are sampled at 200 MHz. Figure 4 shows a pair of LBA dipoles and a spectrum measured by one of the LBAs. The spikes shown in the spectrum are due to local radio stations. Apart from human radio frequency interference (RFI), the noise of the LBAs is dominated by the galactic background. The raw time series data from the LBAs are saved to a transient buffer board, which can save up to 5 s of data from 48 antennas. When the transient buffer boards receive a dump command they stop recording and read the data out over a wide area network to a data processing cluster.

All the core stations are on a single GPS clock. The signal from the central clock is transmitted to each of the core stations over fiber optic cabling; however, the timing calibration of the fiber optic cables is only accurate to about 10 ns. Each of the remote stations are on separate GPS clocks and so can have relative timing offsets around hundreds of ns. Because of these additional unknown timing offsets, in section 4.2 we will use the lightning data collected by LOFAR to improve the timing calibration of the LOFAR stations. Since the timing offsets of the core stations are determined by the fiber optic cabling, the timing offsets of the core stations
3. Data

The data used in this work are from a single lightning flash, measured by the LOFAR radio telescope on the 12 of July 2016, at 17:34:55.100 UTC. This lightning flash was found by collecting large amounts of data during times when thunderstorms were near the area enclosed by Dutch LOFAR stations and selecting the traces that actually contained lightning data. Twelve core stations and eleven remote stations were used in this measurement. Each station had six pairs of LBA dipoles active, and 5 s of data were saved from each antenna. As we will show in section 5, the lightning flash occurred about 22 km outside the area enclosed by the active stations, 40 km north-east of the core of LOFAR and 30 km from the closest station, RS508. This location is shown in Figure 2. The flash had a duration of about 200 ms. Remote stations: RS106, RS205, RS208, RS305, RS306, RS307, RS406, RS407, RS503, RS508, and RS509 participated in recording this event.

4. Methodology

Because of the large amount of data, large variation in antenna baselines, and unknown timing offsets between stations, lightning mapping with LOFAR presents a significant algorithmic challenge compared to...
Figure 3. A photograph of the center of LOFAR, called the superterp, which has a diameter of about 370 m. The superterp contains the CS002, CS003, CS004, CS005, CS006, and CS007 stations. The black tiles cover the high-band antennas, and the small gray squares are the low-band antennas. Photo courtesy of ASTRON: https://www.astron.nl/about-astron/press-public/pictures/pictures. ©Top-Foto, Assen

traditional LMAs and interferometers. The analysis is split into three sections: pulse finding, station timing calibration, and TOA lightning mapping.

Note that our pulse-finding algorithm, described in section 4.1.2, can select traces with multiple maxima as individual pulses. For this reason, in this work we define a “pulse” as the result of our pulse-finding algorithm applied to a single antenna. The individual maxima within a pulse will be referred to as “peaks.” The physical process that produces pulses on different antennas will be called an “event.” Examples of pulses found by our algorithm are shown in Figures 7 and 8, both of which show two pulses detected on two antennas (one pulse per antenna), from the same event. Figure 8 shows data from a complex event where the two pulses have

Figure 4. Left: A photograph of a LOFAR low-band antenna. The wire mesh on the ground is the grounding plane, and the inverted V-shaped wires is one dipole. The two dipoles are oriented toward the northwest-southeast (NW-SE) and the northeast-southwest (NE-SW) directions. Right: A typical spectrum measured by a LBA, averaged over a large number of blocks of data. The resonance peak is clearly seen at 58 MHz, as well as radio frequency interference mostly below 30 MHz.
multiple peaks. In this work we assume that each peak is due to a single point source. In the case of multiple peaks in a pulse, such as those in Figure 8, we only use the time of the strongest peak.

4.1. RFI Mitigation and Pulse Finding

During the initial processing of the LOFAR data, we perform RFI mitigation and pulse finding. This process is applied to the time series data recorded by every active LBA. For each antenna, we process the data in blocks that are typically 65536 \((2^{16})\) samples, also 327 \(\mu s\) time samples long. In order to avoid edge effects from the RFI mitigation, each block overlaps with the previous block by 50% and we keep only the pulses that are found from the middle 50% of each block.

4.1.1. RFI Mitigation

During RFI mitigation, the initial and final 10% of the block is multiplied by a half-Hann window, and the data block is Fourier transformed and band-pass filtered between 30 and 80 MHz, since most of the human generated RFI is below 30 MHz and above 80 MHz in the LOFAR data. The filter is a block filter that has been convolved with a Gaussian with a width of \(\sigma_{\text{tapering}} = 2.5\) MHz in order to reduce artificial oscillations in the processed data. Because of the convolution, the filter has a value of 0.5 at 30 and 80 MHz. Figure 5 shows the effect of this filter on the impulse response of the antenna. The impulse response was calculated by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the modeled antenna function, found in Nelles et al. (2015). From this figure it can be seen that the filter slightly increases the rise time, produces some small oscillations just before the initial rise, and reduces the amplitude of the response function.

After filtering, any remaining RFI between 30 and 80 MHz is removed using the process described in Corstanje et al. (2016). RFI lines are found by looking at the relative phase information of each frequency bin. If a frequency bin is dominated by human RFI, then the relative phase between two close antennas is constant in time. This is in contrast to frequency bins that are not dominated by human RFI, where the relative phase is random and changes over time.

Therefore, we identify human RFI by looking at the stability of relative phases over a number of data blocks during time where there is no lightning. We can calculate the relative phase for each antenna and each data block, given by

\[
\phi_{jk}(\omega) = \arg(x_{jk}(\omega)) - \arg(x_{j0k}(\omega))
\]

and the phase variance,

\[
s_j(\omega) = 1 - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \exp(i\phi_{jk}(\omega))
\]

where \(\phi_{jk}(\omega)\) is the relative phase for the \(j\)th antenna and \(k\)th block as a function of frequency, \(\omega\). \(x_{jk}(\omega)\) is the complex valued Fast Fourier Transform of the \(j\)th antenna and \(k\)th block as a function of frequency. There are \(N\) blocks of data analyzed for each antenna (typically \(N = 20\)), and the \(j = 0\) antenna is the reference antenna that the phase is relative too. There is one reference antenna chosen per station. \(s_j(\omega)\) is the phase stability of the \(j\)th antenna as a function of frequency. \(\arg(x)\) returns the phase of the argument. \(\exp(x)\) is just \(e^x\), and \(i\) is the imaginary number.
Figure 7. Two pulses recorded on two different LOFAR antennas, 35 km apart. Both of these pulses were from the same event. This is a simple event that has produced only a single peak within each pulse.

Figure 8. Two pulses recorded on two different LOFAR antennas, 35 km apart. Both of these pulses were from the same event. Notice that because we are defining a pulse as the result of our pulse-finding algorithm, the entire time trace shown here is considered as “the pulse,” despite being a fairly complex event that has produced multiple peaks within each pulse.

If the phase is completely random, then $s_j(\omega) = 1$, but if the relative phase is constant then $s_j(\omega) = 0$. All frequencies with phase variances smaller than 5 standard deviations below the median are flagged as RFI and have the corresponding value in the frequency spectrum set to zero. Figure 6 shows the frequency content of one block of data before and after filtering and RFI cleaning.

4.1.2. Pulse Finding

For finding lightning pulses in the time series data, we first find the standard deviation of the data for a data block before the start of the lightning flash. Then, for the block of data we are searching for lightning pulses, we perform a Hilbert transform by setting all the negative frequency components to zero, and we transform the data back to the time domain. We then extract the absolute value of the data, which is the Hilbert envelope, and the real component, which is the data without the Hilbert transformation.

A pulse in the data is then found when the Hilbert envelope is larger than some number of standard deviations of the untransformed data (generally 7). The beginning of the pulse is found by taking five data points, in both polarizations, just before the peak. If, in each polarization, all five data points are below the average of the Hilbert envelope of the whole data block, then the first of the five data points is the start of the pulse. If this is not the case, then the previous five data points are checked until this condition is reached. A similar method is used to find the end of the pulse. Because of this algorithm, the length of the resulting pulse is always the same in both polarizations for each pulse. We have found, using this algorithm, that the lengths of the found pulses tend to be between 100 ns and over 2,000 ns long. Figures 7 and 8 each show a pulse on two antennas from the same event resulting from this process. The two antennas used in Figures 7 and 8 are about 35 km apart.

The time of a pulse is found separately for the two polarizations. For each polarization, the five points of the Hilbert envelope centered on the highest peak are fit to a parabola. If a pulse has multiple peaks (such as the two pulses shown in Figure 8), the time of pulse is always considered to be the time of the highest peak, and the smaller peaks are not used.

4.2. Station Timing Calibration

In the next step we find the timing offsets between LOFAR stations. This step is split between four substeps: finding single-station plane waves, grouping plane waves on the core stations into point source events, correlating the plane waves in the remote stations to the known point source events, and then simultaneously fitting the location of all point sources and the station timing offsets. The processes in this step are outlined in Figure 9.

4.2.1. Single-Station Plane Waves

Since each station is only about 60 m in diameter, an individual station only detects a plane wave from each lightning event. So in order to reduce the complexity of the data, all pulses recorded at each station are grouped into plane waves independently at each station. The algorithm that groups pulses into plane wave events has a search time that is initially set to the time of the first pulse observed at that station, on any polarization. Then the algorithm counts the number of antennas that have pulses in a bin that starts at the search time and has $D/c$ duration in time, where $D$ is the diameter of the station and $c$ is the speed of light in air, accounting for the index of refraction of 1.000293 at standard temperature and pressure (Rüeger, 2002). If four or more antennas have pulses in this bin, then we say that we have found a plane wave event and we fit the times of the pulses on the different antennas to a plane wave model. This is done by minimizing $F$, which is the sum of squares of the difference between the model and the data,

$$F(t_r, \phi, \theta) = \sum [((x_c - x) \cos(\phi) \sin(\theta)) + (y_c - y) \sin(\phi) \sin(\theta) + (z_c - z) \cos(\theta) - (t_r - t) \times c]^2$$

(3)
Figure 9. The algorithm used to find the timing offsets between LOFAR stations. The blocks represent the pieces of the algorithm and the arrows represent the data passed between them.

with a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquard minimizer, where $x_c$, $y_c$, and $z_c$ is the center of the station, $t_i$ is the time of the pulse received by the $i$th antenna, $x_i$, $y_i$, and $z_i$ is the position of the $i$th antenna. $t_p$, $\phi$, and $\theta$ are the arrival time and arrival direction (azimuth and zenith) of the plane wave and are the fitted parameters. $c$ is the speed of light in air. Regardless if a plane wave is found or not, the search time is then advanced to the next pulse not associated with a found event and the algorithm repeats. For the July 2016 lightning flash we can find between 6,000 and 10,000 plane waves in each station.

Note that accounting for the index of refraction of air is critical, as not including it will produce timing errors of almost 1 ns per 1 km of propagation distance ($\Delta t = R\Delta n/c_v$, where $\Delta t$ is the error in time, $R$ is propagation distance, $\Delta n$ is the error in index of refraction, and $c_v$ is speed of light in a vacuum). Since LOFAR is capable of nanosecond timing precision, in the future we will need to consider the effects of temperature, pressure, and humidity. The most significant of these is pressure, since at 10 km altitude (pressure of 250 hPa) the index of refraction of air can be as low as 1.000064 (Rüeger, 2002).

4.2.2. Grouping Core Stations

After grouping pulses into plane waves for each station, the plane waves across different stations need to be grouped together. This is made particularly difficult due to the unknown timing offsets between the stations. In order to overcome this difficulty we first group the plane waves recorded by just the core stations into point source events. This is done with our plane wave correlation algorithm.

The plane wave correlation algorithm starts with a reference station and loops over every plane wave found in that station. Since we have already found the time, azimuth and zenith angles of the plane wave, then the plane wave can be thought of as a ray that points from the point source, at an unknown distance, to the associated station. Therefore, distances backward along the ray can be used as initial guesses for source locations, according to

$$
x(R) = \cos(\phi) \sin(\theta) R + x_c \\
y(R) = \sin(\phi) \sin(\theta) R + y_c \\
z(R) = \cos(\theta) R + z_c \\
t(R) = t_p - R/c
$$

where $x$, $y$, $z$, and $t$ are the guess location and time of the point source event. $t_p$, $\phi$, $\theta$ are the arrival time and arrival direction (azimuth and zenith) of the plane wave. $x_c$, $y_c$, and $z_c$ are the location of the center of the reference station. $R$ is the distance from the station to the point source event, and $c$ is the speed of light in air.

If we have a guess for $R$, then equation (4) gives us a guess for the time and location of an event. Using this guess time and location, we can then calculate the theoretical time a pulse from that event should be received on every other antenna using

$$
MT_i = t + \sqrt{(x_i - x)^2 + (y_i - y)^2 + (z_i - z)^2} / c
$$

where $MT_i$ is the model time that a pulse should be received by the $i$th antenna, $x$, $y$, $z$, and $t$ is the location and time estimate given by equation (4), and $x_i$, $y_i$, and $z_i$ are the $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinates of the $i$th antenna. We can then estimate $R$ by minimizing the root-mean-square (RMS) given by

$$
RMS = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (MT_i(x, y, z, t) - t_i)^2}
$$
Figure 10. Result of our lightning mapping algorithm, applied to the July 2016 lightning flashes. Each point represents the location of an event. The locations of the sources found by the NW-SE polarizations, and the NE-SW polarizations are both shown. Panel a shows the altitude versus time. Panel b shows altitude versus east-west. Panel c shows altitude versus temperature, derived from Global Data Assimilation System data. Panel D is a plan view, showing distance east-west versus distances north-south. Panel E shows altitude versus north-south. The points are colored by time. The origin (0 km, 0 km, and 0 km) is in the core of LOFAR, the middle of station CS002. The color of the dots represents time.

with a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquard minimizer, where \( t_i \) is the time of the measured pulse that is closest to the model time. Note that we use RMS, instead of chi-square, because we do not have a good estimate on what the timing error should be. This is discussed more in section 6.

If the RMS fit value is below a certain threshold (typically 40 \( \mu \)s), then we have found a point source event. If this is the case, we then polish the location of the point source event by fitting \( x, y, z, \) and \( t \) with a nonlinear minimizer. In order to avoid using a square root in a minimizer, we minimize \( F \) which, here, is the sum of the squares of the differences of the square of the propagation distance based on antenna location and time of the measured pulse,

\[
F(x, y, z, t) = \sum \left[ (x_i - x)^2 + (y_i - y)^2 + (z_i - z)^2 - c^2(t_i - t)^2 \right]^2
\]

(7)
The resulting location generally has an ill-determined radius (off by tens of km, with RMS fit values over 50 ns) because we still have not accounted for the timing offsets between the stations, and the entire LOFAR core lies within a circle of only 2 km radius.

Note that if the original direction of the reference plane wave is not correct, then this algorithm will not be able to find the associated pulses on the other stations that are due to the same event. Because of this, this algorithm is not very efficient at finding point sources. However, this is not a problem because at this point we are only searching for a small number of high-power events in order to calibrate the clock offsets between the different LOFAR stations.

4.2.3. Correlating Remote Stations

After grouping plane waves detected by the LOFAR core into point source events, we next attempt to correlate the plane waves detected by remote stations to the point sources already found in the previous step. At present, this step is mostly done by eye by plotting the times of plane waves measured by each station and the time that pulses should be seen from selected point sources. To make the match easier, we only consider the strongest plane waves and the strongest pulses, strong enough that the timing between the considered pulses tends to be tens of microseconds apart. These times between pulses, however, varies randomly. Therefore, the matches between the plane waves and the pulses tend to be unique.

If it proves too difficult to match the pulses and plane waves by eye, then this step can also be done by brute force. In which, for any given remote station, two point sources are selected from all known point sources. For each point source a plane wave is selected. For each point source/plane wave pair a station timing offset can be guessed by fitting the location of the source using the new plane wave and allowing the station timing delay to be a free variable. If the station timing delay calculated with both point sources is roughly the same, then we can say those two plane waves are due to the two associated point sources. Because of the large number of combinations of point sources and plane waves, this algorithm is extremely slow and is used only if absolutely necessary. Note that for the lightning flash mapped in this work, it was not necessary to use this brute-force method.

4.2.4. Stochastic Station Timing Minimizer

After finding as many point sources as possible across as many stations as possible, the station timing offsets can be found by simultaneously fitting the location and time of every point source and the timing offsets of every station using the model in equation (5) but with \( \tau \) now modified by the timing offset for the station that contains the \( i \)th antenna. In this model, however, the nonlinear minimizer has a tendency to get caught in a local minimum. To solve this, we run the minimization for a large number of runs (generally about 2,000), and for each run we perturb the initial guess by a random number drawn from a normal distribution. For the positions of the sources the normal distribution generally has a standard deviation of 100 m, and the standard deviation for the station timing guesses is generally 100 m/c.

In order to gain the most accurate estimate of the station timing offsets we make two cuts to the point sources that are correlated across core stations and remote stations. We only use point sources that have RMS fits less than 2.0 ns on every station individually, and we check the time traces of all the pulses that are grouped with each point source by eye in order to help insure that the correct pulses are grouped together. The time series of different events are sufficiently distinct that it is possible to distinguish between pulses that come from different events. Finally, we also require that every station contains pulses from at least 50% of the fitted point sources.

Since this stochastic minimizer drastically improves the estimated location of the point sources, reducing the radial error from tens of kilometers to meters, it also allows for more plane waves recorded by different stations to be associated with the known point sources in the general area of the lightning discharge. These new plane waves can then be
used to get a better estimate of the event locations and station timing offsets. In this way we repeat correlating plane waves to point sources and running the stochastic fitter until the best estimate on the station timing offsets can be found. About 10 point sources are sufficient to constrain the station timing offsets, but for the 2016 lightning flash we fit 64 point sources in order to get the best estimate of the station delays as possible. The fit does not significantly improve between fitting 32 and 64 point sources.

4.3. TOA Lightning Mapping

After the complex task of finding the station timing offsets, we attempt to locate as many point source events as possible. This is made difficult by the shear amount of data collected by the LOFAR telescope. Each antenna can record over 10,000 pulses in a single flash, and we utilize about 150 antennas from the Dutch LOFAR stations. Because of this, and unlike more traditional LMAs, we cannot try fitting random combinations of pulses from different antennas and just keep the combinations that have a reasonable fit. The present algorithm we use to locate point source events we call the roaming hypersphere algorithm.

The roaming hypersphere algorithm is based on the idea that we can imagine a hypersphere that has a location \( \vec{X} \), time \( T \), and a radius \( R \) (units of seconds). We also have a number of antennas, where the location of the \( i \)th antenna is at \( \vec{X}_i \). If there is a real point source at the center of the hypersphere, then it will produce a pulse on the \( i \)th antenna at time \( t_i = T + |\vec{X} - \vec{X}_i|/c \). If there is an event inside the hypersphere, but not necessarily at the center, then that event will produce a pulse within the time bin of \( t_i \pm R \) on the \( i \)th antenna. Such a pulse we will say is “inside the hypersphere time bin.” In order to find the best guess for the location of a point source, we want to find the location of a hypersphere that has the smallest \( R \) but the largest number of antennas that have pulses inside the hypersphere time bin.

In order to utilize this technique, the hypersphere has an initial location that is our best guess for the location of the lightning flash. The initial radius of the hypersphere is very large, 20 km/c. Because this initial radius is so large, the initial flash location does not need to be very accurate, within 5 km easily suffices, and so we generally use the results from the previous step. The initial time is picked to be multiple \( R \) before the start of the lightning flash. The time of the hypersphere is increased by intervals of \( R/2 \) until we find a large (>50) number of antennas with pulses inside the hypersphere bin. Once such a time is found, we begin iterating to improve the guess of the event location. In each iteration we reduce the radius of the hypersphere so that only one pulse that was inside the hypersphere bin is now excluded from the hypersphere bin. Then we use a nonlinear minimizer to find a hypersphere position (radius held constant) that maximizes the number of antennas inside of the hypersphere bin. This loop continues until the radius of the hypersphere is 1,000 ns. If there are still a large number (50) of antennas that have pulses inside of the hypersphere bin, then we have found a point source.

Once we find a point source we can find its location in a more traditional manner by fitting the times of the pulses on each antenna to the point source model in equation (5). If there are multiple pulses recorded by an antenna (inside of the hypersphere bin with a radius of 1,000 ns), then the pulse with the best fit to the point source model is used. Since this location fit is much more accurate than the center of the hypersphere, often more antennas with pulses within 1,000 ns of the model time can be found. Therefore, we iterate over fitting the location of the point source and looking for pulses within 1,000 ns on each antenna until the number of antennas included in the fit becomes stable. For simplicity, we use the times of the pulses on only the NW-SE polarized dipoles to find the point source events in the above algorithm. Once a point source is located in the data, two separate locations are fit to the times of the pulses in the NW-SE dipoles and the NE-SW dipoles independently, and the associated pulses are removed from the roaming hypersphere algorithm.
Unfortunately, this algorithm is not very efficient at locating point sources. Despite detecting 6,000–10,000 plane waves in each station, the roaming hypersphere algorithm currently finds 1,500 point sources for the July 2016 flash.

Finally, since the first attempt at finding the station timing delays generally yields very few point sources, and only at great effort, the best fitting point sources from this last step can be fed back into the stochastic fitter, described in section 4.2.4, to refine the estimated station timing offsets. These refined station timing offsets can then be used to generate a better (more sources with smaller fit value) map of the lightning flash.

### 5. Lightning Mapping Results and Atmospheric Conditions

Figure 10 shows the results of our analysis applied to the lightning flash that was detected on the 12 of July 2016, at 17:34:55.100 UTC. This is plotted in a layout similar to that used for LMA data (e.g., Rison et al., 1999). The data have been filtered to show only events with RMS fits less than 5 ns. Figure 10 shows about 680 point sources located by the NW-SE polarized dipoles and 670 point sources located by the NE-SW polarized dipoles. Note that the Netherlands consists mostly of flat farmland and that the altitude of Z = 0 m is a good approximation for the location of the ground, which is approximately at sea level. Figure 10 shows a number of common lightning processes. In the altitude versus time plot we can see an initial leader that starts around time 0 s and propagates downward until about 20 ms, after which it begins to propagate horizontally between 2 and 4 km in altitude until 140 ms. Figure 10 also shows the opposite end of the leader propagating horizontally between 6 and 7 km altitude from time 25 ms until after 175 ms. From these two main areas of horizontal propagation, we can surmise that there was a region of charge between 2 and 4 km altitude and a region of opposite charge between 6 and 7 km altitude. There is also a third region of horizontal leader propagation at about an altitude of 5 km between times 75 ms to about 120 ms. Since the initial downward leader propagated through the 5 km altitude region, then the horizontal propagation at 5 km must have branched off of the initial downward leader. Therefore, there must be a middle region of charge at 5 km altitude that is the same sign as the lower (2–4 km altitude) region of charge. We also notice from Figure 10 that the initial downward leader, and the subsequent horizontal propagation between 2 and 4 km, has a higher RF source density than the horizontal leader propagation between 6 and 7 km altitude.

Note that, so far, we have assumed that each of the located events is due to leader propagation. However, it is likely that some of these events are due to recoil leaders, as we have not located enough sources to distinguish between recoil leaders and normal leader propagation. Even if some of the events are due to recoil leaders, it should not invalidate our conclusions about locations and types of leaders and charge regions.

Based on the fact that the initial leader of intracloud lightning flashes tends to be negatively charged and that negatively charged leaders tend to produce a higher density of sources than positive leaders when detected by LMAs (Behnke et al., 2014), it is most likely that the initial downward leader was negative, so then the lower and middle charge regions were positive and the upper charge region, between 6 and 7 km altitude, was negatively charged. Figure 11 shows the radar reflectivity, and Figure 12 shows the cloud echo top height over the location of the lightning flash. The maximum cloud top height measured by SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager, see Roebeling et al., 2006) was 9.562 km. Based on the cloud top height, and the tendency of thunderstorms to have a tripoles structure, it is most likely that there was a positive charge region above 7 km that the flash did not propagate into. Figure 10 shows a temperature profile extracted from the Global Data Assimilation System (see https://ready.arl.noaa.gov/gdas1.php). This profile shows that the 0°C isotherm was at an altitude of about 2.5 km, the −10°C isotherm was at an altitude of about 4.2 km, and the −20°C isotherm was at 5.6 km altitude. Comparing these altitudes to the flash structure shows that the lower charge region was at the 0°C isotherm and the upper charge region was above the −20°C isotherm.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Inferred leader polarity</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Number events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Initial downward</td>
<td>$1.51 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Middle layer</td>
<td>$0.80 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Middle layer</td>
<td>$0.64 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Mower layer</td>
<td>$0.86 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Lower layer</td>
<td>$0.81 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Upper layer</td>
<td>$0.19 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Upper layer</td>
<td>$0.11 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is slightly different than Pilkey et al. (2014), who showed that (for Florida thunderstorms) the lower positive charge region tends to be around the 0°C isotherm, but the negative charge region tends to be between the 0°C isotherm and the −10°C isotherm.

Since each point source has a separate fit to the NW-SE polarized dipoles and the NE-SW polarized dipoles, we analyzed the difference between the locations of the two polarizations for all events where both polarizations had a RMS fit better than 2 ns. Figures 13–16 show histograms of the position differences between the two polarizations. We found that the standard deviation of difference between the locations of the two polarizations was 20 m in X, 18 m in Y, 49 m in Z, and 93 ns in T. The average of the location differences was practically zero for the X, Y, and T coordinates, but the differences in the Z coordinate have an average of 30 m. This will be discussed further in section 7.

We have also analyzed the propagation speed of seven sections of the leaders, including the initial downward leader and two sections from each of the three layers. This was done by finding small sections of the leader that propagated in a nearly linear fashion and fitting the X, Y, and Z positions versus time with a line. The slopes of these lines were then used to estimate the 3-D propagation speed of the leader. We used the positions of only the events that were located by the NW-SE oriented dipoles and had timing errors smaller than 2 ns.

Table 1 shows the analyzed leader speeds, along with the inferred charge of the leader, location of the leader segment, and the number of sources that were used to find the leader speed. The initial downward negative leader had the highest speed, $1.51 \times 10^5$ m/s, and the horizontal negative leaders propagated at about half that of the initial downward leader. These negative leaders speeds are similar to previous measurements (on the order $1.0 \times 10^5$ m/s (Dwyer & Uman, 2014)). The two positive leader segments were an order-of-magnitude slower than the negative leaders. This is unusual, as most positive leaders tend to propagate at the same speed as the negative leaders (Dwyer & Uman, 2014). However, a few upward positive leaders have been observed to propagate this slowly (Dwyer & Uman, 2014). van der Velde and Montanyà (2013), in particular, measured the speed of a number of lightning leaders using a LMA. They found that negative leaders tend to propagate around $10^5$ m/s, and horizontal positive leaders tend to propagate around $2 \times 10^4$ m/s, which is consistent

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>X vel. (m/s)</th>
<th>Y vel. (m/s)</th>
<th>Z vel. (m/s)</th>
<th>X $R^2$</th>
<th>Y $R^2$</th>
<th>Z $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0.93 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.10 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-1.18 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$0.63 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.48 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$0.03 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$-0.60 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.17 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.14 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$-0.79 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.30 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$0.12 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$-0.79 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.16 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$0.05 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$0.16 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$0.04 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$0.09 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$-0.05 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.10 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$-0.01 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with our measurements. Table 2 shows the velocities, in all 3 dimensions, of the leader segments, as well as the $R^2$ coefficient of determination in each dimension, defined as follows:

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum (y_i - f_i)^2}{\sum (y_i - \bar{y})^2}$$  \quad (8)

where $y_i$ is the $i$th data point, $f_i$ is the value of the fitted line at the $i$th data point, and $\bar{y}$ is the average of the data. If the $R^2$ value is close to 1, then the leader position in that dimension was very linear with respect to time. If the $R^2$ value is close to 0, then the leader position was not well fit by a line. Note that it is not problematic, it is even expected, if the $R^2$ value is small when the leader velocity in that direction is small compared to the total speed. Figures 17 and 18 show the X, Y, and Z versus time for the sources and linear fits used in estimating the leader speeds for segments 1 and 7. Finally, it is possible that these leader speed measurements could have been effected by fast processes, such as recoil leaders, for which we do not have the source density to resolve. It is not clear how recoil leaders (if they were present) effect our analysis of the leader speed.

**6. Simple Error Analysis**

The largest source of timing error is due to the fact that the shape of the pulses measured by LOFAR changes between stations, as opposed to instrumental noise. Two primary manifestations of this effect are the electric field changing polarization and different peaks changing their relative timing within a single pulse. At present this is not well understood, and so we do not have a good way to estimate our timing error. We believe that the pulse shapes changing between antennas is due to the fact that LOFAR is sensitive to the spatial extent of the source region, and a point source model is no longer a good approximation. For this same reason it is not useful to use cross-correlation techniques as employed in lightning interferometers, which have small enough baselines that this is not a problem. In lieu of a thorough error analysis, we have performed a simple error analysis using a Monte Carlo technique. In this analysis we have used 64 point sources, the same 64 point sources originally used in the stochastic fitter to find the station timing offsets. We performed 1,000 runs, where we introduced an additional random timing error to the time of each measured pulse. This additional error was drawn separately for each antenna for each point source event from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 2 ns. We used 2 ns since we originally selected point sources that have RMS fits less than 2 ns on every LOFAR station; therefore, the timing error of each pulse must be no more than 2 ns. After adding in the additional error, we then fit the location and time of every point source and the timing offset of every station simultaneously.

From these fits we extract three different kinds of errors. First, we extracted the error in the station timing offsets by simply taking the standard deviation of the fitted timing offset for each station. These errors are shown in Table 3 for the core stations and Table 4 for the remote stations. These tables show that the station timing offsets have errors less than 1 ns for core stations and between 3 and 30 ns for remote stations, demonstrating that our technique significantly improves on the known cable timing delays. We also extracted the absolute position error for the whole flash. This was done by averaging the X, Y, Z, and T solutions over all 64 point sources for each run. The errors were just the standard deviations of the average X, Y, Z, and T, which are 10.3 m, 8.8 m, 67.9 m, and 30.0 ns, respectively. Finally, we found the relative location errors by taking standard deviation of X, Y, Z, and T for each point source after subtracting off the average X, Y, Z, and T for that run. Table 5 shows the average, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of the errors of the 64 point sources. We also projected the errors of the X and Y coordinates into errors in the azimuthal direction and along the cylindrical radius. Table 5 shows our...
### Table 3

**Timing Offset Errors Using Lightning Data on Core Stations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Timing offset error (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS001</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS004</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS006</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS011</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS013</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS021</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS026</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS028</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS030</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS031</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS032</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS302</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

**Timing Offset Errors Using Lightning Data on Remote Stations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Timing offset error (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS205</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS208</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS307</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS406</td>
<td>8.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS503</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS509</td>
<td>36.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS106</td>
<td>6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS305</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS306</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS407</td>
<td>12.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS508</td>
<td>29.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5

**Location and Timing Errors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinate</th>
<th>Average error (m)</th>
<th>Standard deviation of error (m)</th>
<th>Minimum (m)</th>
<th>Maximum (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>35.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>30.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuthal (m)</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal radial (m)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>9.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6

**Colorado LMA Location Accuracies at 5 km Altitude, From Chmielewski and Bruning (2016)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from center (km)</th>
<th>Range precision (m)</th>
<th>Altitude precision (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>20.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>30.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>40.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>40.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>38.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
worst error is in the vertical direction, which is normal for lightning mapping systems (Thomas et al., 2004). Future work will be needed to refine our error analysis and determine the best precision that can be achieved by LOFAR.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

We have developed a pipeline that can map lightning, similar to a LMA, using data collected by the LOFAR radio telescope. We have demonstrated that we can map lightning that is 40 km from the core of LOFAR, 30 km from the nearest station, and outside of the area enclosed by LOFAR with a relative precision on the order of 1 m in X and Y, 20 m in altitude, and 20 ns in time. Thomas et al. (2004) have shown that, for LMAs, the location accuracy improves drastically for sources located inside of the enclosed area, as opposed to outside the enclosed area as we have done in this study. Therefore, we can expect even better location accuracies for lightning flashes directly overhead of LOFAR. The Dutch LOFAR stations cover an area of about 3,200 km², which is comparable to most LMAs. For comparison, the Colorado LMA is one of the largest LMAs in the world, and consists of 20 stations, and covers an area of 7,500 km² (personal communication, January 2018). Chmielewski and Bruning (2016) used a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the location accuracy of the Colorado LMA. The horizontal range and altitude errors at a number of distances from the center of the Colorado LMA, at 5 km altitude, are shown in Table 6. Note that all of these locations are within the Colorado LMA’s enclosed area. Thomas et al. (2004) used a balloon with a radio beacon to experimentally determine the New Mexico Tech LMA location accuracies for sources inside of the LMA’s enclosed area. From the balloon data they found that the best location accuracy of the New Mexico Tech LMA is about 20 m in altitude and about 8 m in both horizontal coordinates.

Our present algorithm was able to locate seven sources per ms of data (1,500 located sources over 200 ms). This is already better than LMAs which can locate 2–3 sources per ms of data (5,000 sources over 2 s from Thomas et al. (2004), and 1,100 sources over 600 ms from Stock et al. (2014)). However, the station closest to the lightning detected over 10,000 pulses during the course of the flash. If we improve our algorithm to use all of these pulses in locating sources, we should be able to map around 50 sources per ms of data. This is comparable to lightning interferometers which can locate about 100 sources per ms of data (62,000 sources over 600 ms from Stock et al. (2014)). This should improve even further for lightning that is relatively closer to LOFAR.

It is interesting to note that we can achieve meter-level location accuracy with LOFAR, but we know that lightning leader steps have sizes on the order of tens of meters (Dwyer & Uman, 2014). Furthermore, the point sources are located independently on the two different polarizations, and the differences between the locations of the two polarization are significantly larger than our estimated location errors. From these two observations, we conclude that LOFAR is sensitive to the spatial extent of the current distribution of the individual leader steps. Therefore, since we also save the full trace data from a large number of dual polarized antennas that are distributed over a large area, LOFAR data can be used to probe the internal structure of lightning leader propagation for the first time.

We did find that one polarization tends to have systematically lower altitudes than the other. It is not at all clear why this is the case. We know that the NW-SE oriented dipole antennas are more sensitive to the Z component of the electric field than the NE-SW dipoles (for sources coming from the direction of the 2016 flash). It is possible that the horizontal component is damped out more over longer propagation distances due to the conductivity of the Earth, causing the two dipole orientations to receive the peak electric field at different times, which could then affect the reconstructed altitude of the event.

In future work we will develop techniques that can leverage LOFAR’s full capability of probing the internal structure of leader propagation, potentially accounting for a finite conducting Earth and changing index of refraction of air. Undoubtedly, this will be a challenging task. After this is done, these techniques can hopefully be used to improve the TOA mapping we have introduced here, particularly to improve the efficiency that we can find point sources in the data. We also plan to investigate the potential of mapping lightning using interferometric techniques with LOFAR and to use the LOFAR HBAs to explore a higher-frequency regime. Finally, once the temporal and spatial structure of the lightning waveforms measured by LOFAR are understood, we will perform a thorough error analysis.
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